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Expected Performance of Longer Combination
Vehicles on Highway Grades
K. NABIL A. SAFWAT and C. MICHAEL WALTON
ÀBSTRACT

Sections 138 and 415 of the surface Transportation Assistance Àct (STAÀ) of 1982
require the FHWA to report to Congress on the benefits and costs of a national
intercity truck route network for the safe and efficient operation of longer combination vehicres ([cvs) such as the doubre 4g-ft and the trlpre 28-ft combinations. The current (L984) AÀSHTO criteria for determining critlcal lengths of

grades and climbing lane design for the safe and efficient operation of exÍsting
heavy (3-S2) five-axle trucks assune a gross vehicle ireight-to-net horsepor,rer
(GVIVNHP) ratÍo of 300 Ib,/hp to be Írepresentative." The objective of this paper
$as to investigate the expected performance of LCVs on highway grades and possÍbJ.e
impacts on the current AASHTO design criteria. The ânalysis involved the ãpptication of a modlfied simulation ¡nodeL (used by earlier studies for regular five-axle
trucks) under alternative hypotheses about cvf{//NHp ratios, rolling resistances,
and aerodynamic drag for LCVS operating on different percentage upgrades (1-9
percent grade). The research also íncluded a lirnited collection of data on GW
and NHP values of actual LCVS. It was found that for LCvs, a cvVNHP ratio between
300 and 400 would be considered normal, and a ratÍo above 400 couId, occasionally,
be observed. It rras also found that critical lengths of grades up to 6 percent
could be significantly less than À.ASHTO-recon¡nended values depending on the percentage grade and the Lcvrs characterÍstics such as GWNHP ratio, rolling resistancer and aerodynamic drag. The expected difference in critical lengths could be
as large as Lr060 ft on a 2 percent gradei that is, 44 percent less than the
AÀSHTO-recommended value of 2r40O ft. In order to make specific reconunendations

with respect to changes in current ÀÀsHTo design criteria, actuâl field data for
the operation of LCVS on grades have to be collected and analyzed.

Among the nurnerous items introduced in the Surface
Transportation Assistance Àct (STAÀ) of 1982 is the
concept of the longer comblnation vehicle (LCV) such

as the doubLe 48-ft and the tripLe 28-ft truck co¡nbinatÍons. Í{ith an overall length of 120 ft, an effectlve width of I02 in. r and ¡naxi¡num axle weight of
20 kips for a single axle and 34 kips for a tanden
axler the gross vehicle weight (GVW) of these LCVS
can reach approxinately 130r000 lb. Àlthough the
STAA cited an upper overall lengÈh of 1I0 ft. fundarnental considerations of configuring LCVs identified
the length of 120 ft as more appropriate for these
units. The current criteria for determining the
critical length of grades and for providing clinrbing
lanes, suggested in the recent (1984) AASHTO green
book on geornetric design policy (I), assu¡ne a
weight-to-horsepower ratio of a typical 3-S2 heavy
truck to be approximately 300 fb,/hp. Operational
tests conducted by the California Depart¡nent of
lransportation (Caltrans) in 1984 (2) indicate that
LCVS are generally slower than are other typicat
heavy trucks, particularly when the weight-to-horseponer ratios are greater than 350 lbrlhp.
The purpose of this paper is to gain more inslght

Ínto the performance characteristics of. LCVS on
9lith this understanding, the objectlve is
then to assess the impacts that the operâtion of LCVS
on grades night have on the current design criteria
for deter¡nining the critical. length of grades and
for the provÍsion of climbing lanes.
grades.
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Michigan Technological University, Houghton. Mich.
49931. C.M. fvalton, Center for Transportation Research, The University of Texas at Àustln, 78712.

To achieve this objective, the factors that ¡nay
influence perfornance of vehicles on grades were reviewed, and those factors that could be relatively
rnore important for Lcvs were highlighted. This is
the subject of t.he second section. In the third section the issue of the prediction of LCV perforrnance
on grades is addressed. This involves a discussion
of existing approaches, the selection of a partlcular
approach for the study, a detailed description of
the selected approach, and the actual appllcation of
the nethod to LCVS. In the fourth section the focus
is on the analysis of results for f,cvs compared with

current

ÀÀSHTO

criterÍa for the crÍtical

grade and climbing lane design. The fifth
includes a surn¡nary and conclusions.

length of
section

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE VEHICULÀR
PERFOR¡4ANCE ON GRÀDES

Most of the ¡naterial in this section is extracted
and summarized from walton and tee (3).
The

ability of any vehicle combinatíon to

overcome

any given grade is directly related to the resultant

effect of two principal types of forces. These are
the tractlve effort forces (Í.e., the pulling forces
generated through the poter train of the vehicle and
delivered to the drive wheels) and the tractive
resistance forces (i.e., the resisting forces due to
inertiar internal vehicle friction, rolling, winil,
grade, curvature, etc.). Each of these forces is a
function of several factors related to one or more
of the four principal components of the transport
systen. These four conponents are the vehicle, the
roadway, the driverr and the environ¡nent. A brief
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description of the major influencing factors related
to each of these four cornponents follov¡s. The factors
that are expected to be relâtively nore influential
in the case of LCVs will be highl-ighted.

The vehicle is probably the most inportant component
that nay influence perforrnance on grades. Vehicular

characteristics that are nost likely to affect perfor¡nance are the gross vehicle vreÍght (GVw) , the
povrer train characteristics, and the physical dimensions of the vehicle.
The Gwil is no doubt a najor factor. As the Gwl
increases, the rolIing, inertiâL, and grade resistances increase, leading to excessive reductions of
speed on grades.

The povrer train characteristics of the vehicle
are also of prirne importance. It is the vreight-tohorsepower ratio that, is considered to be a determining factor as far âs the vehicLers performance on

grades is concerned.
The physical dinensÍons of the vehicl.e t.hat. nay
infl-uence its performance are side area, shape t
frontal area, and number and configuration of ax1es.
These features affect the nagnitude of air resistance
on the vehicle. In addition, the number and configuration of axles may affect the vehiclers inherent

resistance. The influence of these features on the
vehiclers perfornance is generally considered to be
less significant thãn is the cwr/NHP râtio. Hovrever,
in the case of LCVS, these features are expected to
play, re1âtive1y, a greater role in determining the
climbing capability of these particular vehicle
types.
Factors Related to the

Roadway

The roadr.ray is no doubt an elenent that has a najor

influence on the vehíclers performance. The

mâin

roadway features of influence are length and steeP-

ness of grader cross-sectional Profiler horizontal
alignment, and pavement type and condition.
The length and steepness of grade are the most
significant factors related to the roadway. The
vehicle's deceleration rate is directly dependent on

the steepness of grade and the total speed reduction
is primarily dependent on the length of grade.
The main cross-sectional vâriables are the nunber
of lanes, the width of lanes, and the type and width
of shoul<iers. These factors cân affect the entry
speed at the beginning of a grade' which is a najor
influencing factor on a vehiclers performance on
grades. Significant variability in any of these features along the grade itself can have inportant effects on the vehiclets performance.
Pavement tyPe and condition can influence operating speed and rolling resistance and, consequently'
the vehicle I s Perfor¡nance.
Factors Related to the Driver

The perfor¡nance capabilities of and the ultimate
speed at which a heavy vehicle can overcome â grade
are¡ in many ways, dependent on the ability of the
driver to coax the ¡¡axi¡nu¡n pulling force frorn the
vehicle. The training, experience, familiarity with
the vehicle' and physical abilities of the driver
are the main characteristics related to the driver
that are most likeLy to affect the vehiclers performance.

Factors Related to the Environment
The major environmental factors that can influence

the vehicle's performance are atrnospheric conditions,
traffic conditions, and land use along the roadway.
Atrnospheric disturbances such as strong winds,

heavy rainr dense fog¡ high humidity, high or
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temperatures, and different altitudes will tend to
adversely affect the capability of the driver and
the vehicle to operate efficiently on grades. The

driver wilI naturally tend to travel at reduced
speeds and the vehiclers engine output will also tend
to be reduced.
Heâvy traffic volumes, high percentages of trucks
and buses, and wide variability of speeds in a traffic strea¡n will certainly have a significant detrimental effect on the performance of vehicles on
grades.

Às the density of abutting land use increases,
the Likelihood of interference caused by nerging
traffic attributable to adjacent activities increases. The nâturaL reaction of the driver in these
situations is to be nore cautious and to reduce
speed.

The relative contribution of each of these factors
related to the vehicle, the roadwayr the driver, and
the environment can be assessed through modeling the
interactions among these factors in order to predict
the vehicleis perfornance on grades and performing
sensitivity analysis for each factor in the prediction rnodel.
The discussion in the next section should provide
more insight into this issue.
PREDICTION OF PER¡ORMANCE OF LCVS ON

GRÀDES

There are three major approaches to predicting the
perfornance of vehicles on grades. These are actual
field testing, econo¡netrics nodeling, and simulation
nodeling.
Actua1 field testing is no doubt the most satis-

factory procedure, but it is rather laborious and
expensive to conduct. In addition, the results are
applicabte only for the given conditions of the
tests.
The econometrics nodeling approach invoLves collecting data on actuaL vehicle performance¡ vehicle
characteristics, the driver, the roaderay, and the
environment. These data are then used to calibrate
an econonetric nodel that relates all relevant factors to the vehiclers perfornance. This econometric
nodel is then used for prediction. This approach has
been used by walton and Lee (9). rhey colLected an
extensive amount of data to stu¿ly the speeds of connercial as well as recreational vehicles and developed mult.iple regression tno¿le1s for different vehicle
types and sÍtes considered in the analysis. The
longest truck combination included in their analysis
was the 3-s2 truck (i.e., three-axLe tractor and
tsro-axle senitrailer-truck combination). A total of
I0 factors were used in their analysis. lhese are
length of grade, percentage grade' approach speed¡
gross vehicle weight, vehicle horsepowerr frontal
area, side area, driver experience, age of driver,
and age of vehicle. The roadvray and environmental
conditions were recorded and controlled through the
selectÍon of the test sites and tirnes.
The major advantage of this approach is that it
allows the predÍction of vehicle. performance for
values of the variabLes that are different from those
observed. It also allows an' investigation of the
relative importance of each factor. On the other
hand, the resultsr generallyr are applicable only
within a certain range of values and under environmental and roadway conditions thât are more or less
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similar to (or at }eâst not significantly different
fro¡n) those observed. For exâmplê, the cvI{ and the
side area of tCVs r,rill certainly be significantly
greater than those used by wâIton an¿l Lee (f), and,
hence, their regression nodel may not produce sufficiently accurate predictions for tCVs. Nevertheless,
the econornetrics modeling approach remains a viable
alternative.
the third najor tnethod for predicting perfornance
of vehicles on grades (i.e., the simulation modeling
approach) has been used by SAE (L), St. John and
Kobett, (å) of t.he Midvrest Research Institute (referred to later as the llRI study), and Àbbas and May
(É) of the Institute of Transportation Studies at
Berkeley (referred to Later as the ITS study). The
simulation approach focuses on the truckrs engine
characteristics and deceLerations (because of gravity) during gear shifts. It. gives explicit consideration to gear shift delays, roLLing losses, chassis
lossesr and aerodynamic losses. The basic assurnption
of the ¡nodel- is that the engine is employed a varying
fraction of the total ti¡ne.
The simulation rnethod has the advantage of capturing t,he vehiclers related factors in detaiL. Àspects of the driverrs behavior are taken into consideration in I'gear shift. deLay.t'
On the other hand, it is not clear how the Íother"
factors could be considered in the approach. Both
the l,tRI and ITS studies have introduced ¡nodifications
t.o t.he coefficient values of the SÀE (4) model in
order to validate the ¡nodelrs results with field
datâ. The behavioral irnplicat.ions of these ¡nodifications are not appârent.
In this study Ít Írould have been desÍrable to use
all three approaches in order to gain the advantages
associated with each. Hor,rever, because of the lack
of sufficient fíeLd data on the actual performance
of L,CVS on grades¡ the approach that relies the Ìeast
on field data or that is rnore behaviorally oriented.
or both, vras selected.
It is clear fron the discussion of different approaches that a1I three rnethods involve the use of
field data. In the econometric approach, field data
v¡ere used in the calibration of the regression nodeL,
and in the simulation tnodel the field data v¡ere used
in the adjustnent of SAE-recommended values of coefficients reÌated to rolling force and aerodynamic
drag.

It is not quite clear whether the difference be-

tween'rcalibrationrr and rradjustment of coefficientsrr

is significant. or not. Nevertheless, it mây be argued
that adjustments in the sinulâtion modeLrs coefficients can be achieved through a deeper understanding
of the behavioral implications of the irnpacts of
changes in the vehicle's characteristics on the
rolling, chassis friction,
and aerodynamic drag
forces. In this câse the role of field data in the
use of the si¡nulation model could be reduced sign ificantly.
As far as the behavioral orientation of different
approaches is concerned, it is obvious that the
si¡nulatÍon model has a definite advantage. Therefore, in this study, the si¡nulation approach has been
selected. À detailed description of the approach is
given followed by a discussion of the appropriate
values for the modelrs input variables and paraneters
for its application to predict LCV performance on
g

rades.
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truck rs engine characteristÍcs and decelerations
during gear shifts. It gives explicit consideration
to gear shift delays, GW./NHP ratios, rolling resistances, chassis friction, and aerodynamic losses.
The basic assuûrption of the nodel is that the engine
is employed â varying fraction of the tot.al time.
The basic performance equat.ion in the rnodel câIculates the vehiclers effective acceleration at a
given vehicle speed taking into account the âcceleration in coasting during gear shift delay. lhis
equation may be expressed

as

n" = Ãn{(n . v),ztnv + sprs(Ãp

- Ã.)l}, v > vt

(r)

r.¡here

A" = effective acceLeration (ft/sec'z);
Ãn = power-Ii¡nited acceleration (i.e., with engine
enployed and vehicle at speed V) ¡ the bar indicates the use of average available net,
horsepower (ft/sec'?)

¡

n = para¡neter dependent on the range of engine
speed normally enployed; typical values
range between 0.33 and 0.43¡

V = vehicle speed (ft,/sec) t
= one ti¡nes the sígn of Ão {i.e., +1 or -1)t
t¿ = gear shift. delay (sec);'

SÞ

Àc = acceleration in coasting at a vehicJ.e speed
Vr the bar indicates the use of average gear

ratio (ftlsec2) r

and

V1 = mâxinum speed in lowest speed gear ratio

(ftlsec)

.

In Equation I, the speed parameter (n) is defined
as the ratio between maxinum and ¡ninimu¡n engine
speeds in the operating range minus one. Its typical
vâlues vary between 0.33 and 0.43. A value of 0.4
was reconmended and used by the !,lRI study. When the
truck speed is less than V1r the t.ransnission will be
in the first gear ratio. In this case the term ¡V in
Equation 1 is replaced by V1.
The gear shift delay (t") is an inportant variable
in the model. Its value is dependent on the driverrs
experience and physical condition. À value of ts =
1.5 sec was used by SAE, ¡¡lRI , and ITS.
The other two rnajor variables in Equation I are
the power-lirnited acceleration an¿l the acceleration
in coasting.
The power-Iimited acceleration is dependent on
the GVW/NHP ratio, rolling resistances, aerodynamic
drag. chassis friction losses, and highway grade.
These factors, except for the gradientr are essential.J.y related to the vehiclers characteristics including its engine' shape, lteight, and physical
dimensionsr and their effects on the vehiclers performance will vary accordÍng to several environmental
conditions such as ternperature and elevation. The
perforrnance eguation that gives explicit account of
these factors ¡nay be expressed as
(l + Ce)¡
À.
o = 9"" Ct,/[(cvW/NHPs)
-'Ì rc; + cav)/(L-+ ce)l
- {cae cav./Í (cvnlÀ) (1 + ce)l}
- (c;Ri/t (Gvn/Gv!{r) (1 + ce) I )
- tg(sin o)/(I + ce)l

(2',

where

Ap = power-limited acceleration (f.t/sec2r,

simulation

Moile1

The nodel consists of a set of perfornance eguations

that depict the capability of the truck along a
straight section of roadway wíth a given gradient
under free-flon conditions. The nodeL focuses on the

cvW = gross vehicle weight (J.b) ¡
NHPS = net horsepov,¡er at sea level (hp),

V = vehicle speed (ftlsec)

t

Gvw, = rated ¡naxiÍrum gross vehicle weight (1b) ;
Ri = speed ratio (engine speed,/vehicle speed)

in the ith gear ratio [rmp,/(f.t/secll,
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A = projected frontal area (ft2)

is obvious that practical maxinun cvlÌ¡ is consistently
greater than 1001000 lb up to 138,000 lb. The GW/NHP
ratio could exceed 400. A ratio between 300 and 400
would be considered normal. In this analysis GW/NHP
ratios of 300, 350, and 400 were considered. It was

t

o = grade angle (positive for uwrade),
sin c = percentage grade,/100;
g = acceleration due to gravity (32.17 Ê.t/
sec2) t

cÞê = altitude correction factor converting
'
sea level net horsepower to local eleva-

tion, D (ft);

= 1 = 0.000048 (for gasoline engines) t
Cde = altitude correction factor converting
sea level aerodynamic drag to local e1e-

vation, E (ft)
= (1 - 0.0000068878) **4.255; and
Ce = correction factor for engine inertia
= 14080,/t (GV9¡,/NHP) *v2l .

Cyt C2t C3t C4, and C5 are coefficients reflecting
t,he influence of different factors on the perfornance

of the vehicle.
Acceleration in coasting (i.e., when the engine
is not enployed during gear shifts) is rnainly influenced by rolling resistances, aerodynanic drag,
and grade. In addition. chassis frict.ion Losses may
be assumed to be 15 percent of the fuJ.l-power value.
The performance equåtion in coasting is, therefore,
given by
Ac = -C2 - C3v - fC¿sC4v2/ (GVW,/A)I
- t(O.Is) CsR/(GW/GW¡)! - g sin o

(3)

where Àc is acceleration in coasting lf.t/secz).
To appl.y performance Equations l-3 to LCvs, appropriate values for the input variables to the model,
correction factors, and tnodel coefficients hâve to
be specified. This issue is addressed in the next
subsection.

Àpplication of the Simulation Model to

LCVs

It is apparent that the results of the simulation

¡nodel are quite sensitive to the values of its input
variables and parameters. The input variabLes to the

rnodel are gear shift delay' gross vehicle weight,
net. horsepower, vehicle engine speed, frontal area,

entry vehicle speed, and highway grade.
The gear shift delay is no doubt an inportant
variable in the model. Hovreverr its value is not expected to be significantly different fro¡n 1.5 sec.
(i.e., the value used in previous studies) in the
case of LCVS because this value is rêl.ated to driver
characteristics, which should be nore or less sinilar
for professional truck drivers.
The cvl.¡ and NHP vaÌues of LCvs are expected to be
significantly different from those of regular fiveaxle truck cotnbinations. Table I gives typÍca1 gross
weights and horsepowers of different LCV types
Ii.e., Rocky-Mountain doubles (RMD), turnpi].e doubles
(TD), and turnpike triples (TT)¡. Fro¡n this table it
TABLD

I

assumed that a ratio of 300 corresponds to NHP = 3L5
hp and Gvl{ = 941500 lbr a ratio of 350 corresponds
to NHP = 315 hp and GvI{ = 110,250 lbr and a ratio of
400 corresponds to NHP = 330 hp and GW = 1321000 Ib.
The vehicle engine speed varies with the vehicle
speed in any given gear ratio. In this analysis a
value of 2¡000 rpn was used, which should represent
an average operating engine speed (2).
The projected frontal area of a vehicle is the
maximurn cross-sectÍonaI area perpendicular to its
direction of motion. In the case of LCVs this vaLue
vras assu¡ned to be 1I4 ft2 based on a truck heiqht
of 13.5 ft and a v¡idth of 8.5 ft.
Entry vehicle speed was assu¡neil to be 55 mph
(i.e., the maxinum allowable speed on freev,¡ays). The
highway grade was assumed to vary betr.¡een +1 and +9
percent. This should include all upgrades thåt nay
be encountered in practice. Incrernents of I percent
grade are considered. Downgrades v¡ere not considered
simply because the objective is related to cli¡nbing
lane design criteria. The model. pârameters include
correction factors and coefficients.
There âre three correction fâctors in the nodel
reLated to engine characterísticss two for converting
sea level net horsepower and aerodynarnic drâ9 to
local elevation and a third for engine inertia. These
factors should not have signiflcant effects on the
modelrs results' particularly i,rhen it is assumed that
a reasonable value of local elevation would be 11000
ft above sea level. Therefore the fornulas of the
MRI study are used in the analysis.
The sirnulation model includes six different coefficients. These are nr Cy C2t C3r C4r and C5 (see
Eguations I-3).
The speed para¡neter (n) is dependent on the
operating range of engine speeds in different gear
ratios. Its value, âs indicated earlier, varies between 0.33 and 0.43. An average value of 0.4 was used
in the MRI study. In this study 0.4 v¡as assumed to
be a reasonable value to use.
The coefficients Cyr C2t C3r C4t and C5 account,
respectively, for the influence of weight-to-horsepov¡er ratlo, speed-independent rolling
losses,
speed-dependent roll.ing losses r aerodynarnic drag r
and chassis friction losses. It shoul-d be clear that
the vaLues of these coefficients used in previous
studies were validated with actual data for the performance of regular truck combinations. Indeed' the
MRI study introduced significant nodifications to
C3 and C4 compared with SAE-recomrnended values
so that the ¡nodelrs results may be closer to actual
performance data. More specifically, C3 was reduced
to 22 percent of its SAE-recorunended value (i.e.,
reduced from 1.982 x l0-r to 0.44 x 10-3) and C4 was

Typical GVW and NHP Values for LCVs
Practical

Source
Roadrvay (carrier)

Western llighway Institute

Caltrans

LCV

Type

NrlP

GVW

365

328.5
328.5

138,000
10s,000
100,000
125,000
106,000
107,000
123,000
l l r,000
120,000

365
350
440
350

315

396
315

3041340
3401480

RMD

TD
TT
Rydcr/PlE (carricr)

Maxinrum

Rated hp

RlvlD

TD
TT
RMD
TD
r"[
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350

3O4l34O
315

0b)

GVW/NHP

(ratio)
420
320

3t7

3t6
331

3t413sl
3601256
3651326
380
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reduced to ?2 percent of its SÀE-recornrûended value
(i.e., reduced fron 0.0317 to 0.0228). What the values of these ând other coefficients for tCVs should
be is an issue that is yet to be investigated through
actual fieLd experimentation lrith LCVS. Such an investigation is, however, beyond the scope of this
paper. Therefore, rrreasonable" values of coefficients
for LCVS erere hypothesized and a sensitivity analysis

grades might have on the current AASHÎO criteria for
determining critical length of grades and climbing

ses was perforned.
As obvious as it may be, the modelrs coefficients
for LCVS are expected to be generally different from

running speed is assumed to approxi¡nate the entry
speed (e.g.r a speed of 55 mph on najor freeways).
Allowâble total reduction in speed is âssumed to be
10 mph. This value is recom¡nended primarily for
safety reasons. In the 1965 ÀÀSIiTO policy a 15-mph

of the rnodelrs predictions under alternat,ive hypothe-

those recomnrended by SAE (4) as well as those nodified by MRI ând ITS. In particular, the coefficients
for rolling resistances and aerodynamic drag are expected to increase in order to reflect an increase

in these losses for LCVS due to their increased
of tÍres and ax1es. additional weight, larger
side âreas, and increased number of conbinations
Isee Knight (7) for a more detai].eal discussion of
the effects of these factors for rolling and aerodynamic losses.l ft eras assumed that C3 (the speeddependent coefficient for rolling resistances) could
be as high as 0.003 compared with the 1965 SAE-recom¡nended value of 0.001982 and the MRI ¡nodified vaLue
of 0.00044. Às far as the aerodynanic drag coefficient (C4) is concerned, it vras assu¡ned that it. couLd
reach 0.04 compared with the SÀE value of 0.0317 and
the MRI modified value of 0.0228. The speed-independent rolling losses coefficient (CZ) r,ras assumed
to remain unchanged. The re¡naining coefficients (C.t
and C5 for GWNHP ratio and chassis friction lossesJ
vrere also assumed to be unchanged. This assurnption
of unchanged coefficients reflects the hypothesis
that the differences betvreen their values for tcvs
and their corresponding current values in the ¡nodel
are expected to be reLatively less signÍficant compared vrith the expected differences Ín C3 and C4. The
best way to verify this hypothesis is to perform âctual field tests. Às indicâted earlier, this is not
within the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, for
the purpose of analysis, the hypothesis appears to
nu¡nber

be appropriate.

TabLe 2 gives a sunmãry of all assunptions related
to the application of the sirnuLation nodel to predict
performance of LCVS. The results of the application
are presented and analyzed in the folJ.owing section.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The main objective of the analysis is to investigate

the possibj.e impacts that the operâtion of
TABLE

2

Summary

LCVS on

Iane design under alternative assu¡nptions for rolting
losses' aerodynamic drag, cvlü/NHP ratio, and percentâge grade.

The recent edition of the AASHTO green book (1)
considers three nain criteriat these are speed at
entrance of grade, allowable speed reduction along

the grader and vehicle gradability.

but studies
in 1970 indicated that accidents involving trucks
with four or more axles were 2.4 times greater for a
15-nph reduction than for a IO-rnph reduction (8).
The truck gradabiLity criterion is stated as follows:
"A loaded truck r povrered so that GW,/NHP ratio ís
about 300r is representative of the size and t,ype of
vehicle normalLy used for design control on main
highways.rr The relationship anong speed reduction,
percentage grâde, ând length of grade for an assuneil
typical heavy truck of 300 Ib,/hp is shown in Figure I
(!r Figure rrr-30).
The four najor variables of analysis are the
GVW,/NHP ratio (300, 350r and 400); rolLing losses
coefficient (Ca) (0.00044, 0.001, 0.001982, and
0.003) ¡ aerodynamic drag coefficient (C4 ) (0.0228,
0.0317, and 0.04)i and percentage grade (I, 2, 3. 4,
5, 6t 7, 8, and 9). The remaining variables and
parâmeters in the si¡nulation model are set at their
appropriate values as expLained in the third section
and summarized in TabÌe 2. Therefore the analysis
involves 3x4x3x9=324
simulation runs. The
results are summarized in the appendix. The tables
and figures of this section are essentially extracted
from the ravr data in the Àppendix as needed for
analysis. A detaiLed analysis of the major issues
under consideration follows.
speed reduct,ion was considered a1lowable,

Impacts of No Change in Coefficients of Both

Rolìino and Àerodvnamic

f,ossês

In this case it was assumed that coefficients of both
rolling and aerodynamic losses for an tCV are identical with those for a regular five-âxle truck. Thís
situation corresponds to the use of MRI modified
val.ues of C3 and C4. That is, C3 = 0.0OOa4 and
C4 = 0.0ZZS. The results l.referred to later as CTR

of Assumed Values of the Variables and Para¡neters of the

Simulation Model for Application to LCVa
Variables and Pârarneters

Assumed Values in the Application

cvw

94,500, I 10,250, and I 32,000
315 and 330
300, 350, and 400

0b)

NHP (hp)
GVWi NIIP ratio (lb/hp)

Entry speed (mph)
Percentage ende (o/o)
Rated CvW (lb)

Vehicle frontat area $t2)
Gear shift delay (sec)
Average elevation E (ft)
Acceptable total speed reduction (mph)
Engine speed parameter (4)
GVW/NHP ratio cocfficient (Cl)
Speed-indcpcndent rolling losscs coefficicnt (Cz)
Speed-dependent rolling losses coefficient (C3)
Aerodynamic d¡ag coefficient (C¿)
Chassis friction losses coefficicnt (Ç5)
Acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec¿)
NHP corrcction facto¡ for clcvation (CDe)
Aerodynamic correction factor for eleúation (C¿")
Engine ine¡tia correction factor (Ce)

The average

55

l, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, ?, 8,

l

and 9

20,000

l14
1.5

1,000

l0
0.4

t7,693.5
0.2445

0.00044, 0.001, 0.001982, and 0.003
0.0228, O.O3l7, ând 0.04
0.0035 387

32.2

I

-

(l -

0.000048
0.00000688'tE) 4*4.255

r4.080/[(Gvw/NHP)'v'

ì
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trIGURB I AASIITO critical lengths of grade fol design assuming typical heavy
truck of GW/NHP = 300.

(i.e. r Center for Transportation Research at the
University of Texas at Austin) I in this case are expected to be sinilar to those of MRI but not identical because of differences in Gvw, rated Gwlr frontal
area, and NHP. For the same GW/NHP ratio, differences between CTR and l4RI should be ¡ninorr âfìdr
hence¡ CTR results are rnore or less representative
of regular five-axIe trucks. This i¡nplies that lrhat
is essentially investigated are the i¡npacts of differing GW/NHP ratios on truck gradability conpared
vrith AASHTO recorìnendations at various percentage
grades.

Table 3 gives and Figure 2 shovrs a conparison of
critical lengths of grade betereen cTR and AASHTo
under the preceding assunptions for different GW/NHP
ratios and percentage grades. For a GVVNHP = 300'
CTR and AASHTO values are almost identical for grades
of 4 percent and greater. This confirms the earLier
expectation that CTR results in this case may be
representative of regular five-axle trucks. For 3
and 2 percent grades, howeverr CTR values are greater
than AASHTO values by about 3.9 and l0 percentr respectively. This slight overestimation of gradability
on lower grades could be related to the higher NHP
value used in CTR conpared with that of regular
trucks. This can be explaíned by noting that the
vehiclers power characteristics becone predominant
on lovrer grades because the effects of percentage
grade and Gvw are decreased. This implies that CTR
results are conservative with respect to ÀÀSHTO-

recom¡nended values.

This

should

r

in

general t

strengthen the analysis and conclusions.
Looking at Table 3 and Figure 2' it is observetl
that as the GW,/NHP ratio and the percentage grade
increase the critical lengths of grade decrease as

expected. More inportant, the differences

between

values vary (both in
absolute terms and percentage-wise) according to a
general trend depending on the GW/NHP ratio and
percentage grade. In generâÌ, the range of differ-

CTR and corresponding AÀSHTO

ences (absolute values and percentages) becones wider
as the percentage grade decreases and becomes narrower as the GVI{/NHP increases. In other words, more
variability in the results is expected on Ìower per-

centage grades and for GW/NHP ratios closer to 300.

The actual difference (in absolute terns and percentage-wÍse) of course increases as the GvI{r/NHP
ratio get.s further fron 300 and as the percentage
grade decreases. For a 2 percent grader the critical
length of grade could be less than the AÀSHTO value
by as much as 3?5 ft (for GW,/NHP = 400); that is' a

reduction of 16 percent from 2,400 f.t. This is a
significant difference. For GW,/NHP = 350r the difference could be L74 tt. (i.e., a 7.3 percent reduct,ion), which is still considered significant. At
G\/W/NHP = 300r the CTR value is +247 f.L more than
the AASHTO value (i.e.r a l0 percent increase). This
indicates that the difference between CTR and AASHTO
values on a 2 percent grade have changed considerably
trom +247 to -174 ft as GWNHP changed from 300 to
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TABLD^3

of Critical Lengtl¡s of Gradc (ft) Betrvecn AASHTO and CRT Assuming No Change in Aer.odynamic and Rolling
^Cornparison
Losscs C¿efficients (C3 and Ca ), Bnù.y Specd = 55 rnph, and Speed Reduction = l0 mph
CTR Minimum Differcnce

Grade

0o)
I
2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9

Percenl.

(ft)
^ASltTO (ft)
2,400
1,400
1,000
780
620
520
4s0
400

CTR Average Differencc

Differencc

Gvw/NHP = 300
C¡ = 0'000a4
C¡ = 0.0228

Feet age

t8,000r
2,64'l

+24'l

I,45s

+55
+ó

1,006

-l

769

+

I

+3
+4

623

524

+l

45 I

-l

399

l0
3.9
+0.ó
-l.4
+0.5
+0.8
+0.2
-o.2

GVW/NHP = 350
C¡ = 0'00044
C¿ = 0.0228

(ft)

7,'t t2

CTR Maximum Difference

Difference
Percenl-

Fcet age

t,32t
94t
733

ó0t
50ó
440
388

(ft )

5,4't2

-t14
-'t9
-59
-t9
-t4
-t0
-t2

2,226

CVW/NHP = 400
C¡ = 0'00044
C4 = 0.0228

-'ì.3
-5.6
-5.9

2,0?5

-3
-2.7
-2.2

58ó
498
433

-3

385

Difference
Feet

txpected
Difference
Percent- Range
age
(ft )

-375 -l 5.6
-148 -r0.6
-9t
-9.¡
-69 -8.8
-34 -5.5
-22 -4
-t't
-3.8
-I5
-3.'Ì

|,252
909

'nl

+24'lto-3'15
+55 to -148
16to -91
-l I to -69
+3 to -34
+4to -21
+l to -l?
-l to -¡5

Expccted
Differcnce
Range
(vo)

+l0ro-16
+4 ro

-l

I

ro -9
-t to -9
+l to -ó
+l to -4
+l

+0to -4

-0to

-4

9{

I.{
.t

AASHTo

1

8¡

cTR, GW/NHP = 300,

c¡ - 0.00044' ca = O.ozzs

I
I

-

:
:
?:
!
:
-1
Þ--

-

cTR, GW/NHP = 400,
C3 = 0.00c¿, CO = 0,0228

Entry Speed

= 55 mph

Speed Reduction

= I0

mph

:
:
G 5-:

R:
n0:
E:

{:
:
;

3:

:
:

2:

:
f

rlll-

500
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1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

OISIRNCE. FEET

2

FIGURB
Comparison of AASIITO and CTR critical lenghs of grade assuming
no change in either rolling ol aerodynamic losses coefficiente.

350 and continued to change, but at a reduced rate,
fron -174 to -375 ft as cvw/NHP changed fron 350 to
400r respectively. The sârne trend can be observed
for other percentage grades as vrell, but the differences becotne less significant as the percentage grade
i ncreases.

For a I percent grade the variability and diffêrences (in absolute values and percentage-wise) are
expected to be extremely large. If it is assumed that
the AÀSHTO value for a I percent, grade is not less
than 101000 ft, Ít is seen that the difference could
be as large as -41528 ft. This could represent serious problens if the grade actually extended for a
few miles. In practice, however, this could be a rare
event.

Probably the nost important conclusion to be drawn
fro¡n Table 3 and Figure 2 is that even if it is as-

sumed that. LCVS would have the same aerodynanic and
rolling losses coefficients as those of regular
f ive-axle trucks, their GW,/NHP ratios
v¡hich may
' result in
normall.y vary betr.reen 300 and 400 could
significant reductions of critical ' lengths of grades
compared with AÀSHTO design criteria. These reductions could reach 16 percent (375 ft) on a 2 percent
grade, 11 percent (148 ft) on a 3 percent grade, and
9 percent (f91 ft) on a 4 percent grade.

Itnpacts of the Increase in coefficient of

Àerodynamic Drag (C4) OnIy

It was assuned that the rolling losses coefficient
is unchanged (Ca = 0.00044) while the aerodynamic
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TABLE 4 Cornparison of Critical Lengths of Grade (ft) Detween AASHTO and CTR Assuming an Increase in Aerodynamic Drag
Coefficient (Ca) Only, Entry Speed = 55 mph, and Speed Reduction = 10 mph

Crade

(7,)
I
2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

AASIITO

(ft)

CTR Minimun Diffcrcnce

CTR Average Differcncc

CvWi NllP = 300
ca = 0'00044

GVlv/NllP = 350
ca = 0.00044
C¡ =0.031?
(fr)

Diff€rencc

C4 = 0.03 I ?

Perccnt.

(Ít)

2,400
t,400
1,000
?80
620
520
450
400

age

I I,69'l
2,320

-E0
-5 I
-45
-40
- t6
-l I
-10
-t2

t,349
955

7t4

604
509
440
388

Cf R Maxinìunr Diffe¡encc

Differencc
Percent-

Fcct agc

5,604
2,022

CVW/NI|P = 400
C¡ = 0 00044
C4 = 0.04

(ft)

3,888

-318

-t5.7

904

-r53
-96

-9.6

-'t 3
-37

-9.4

6'14

583

-6

5ól

-?5

480

-t8

-5

-2.2

495
432

-4

4t8

-3

381

-19

-4.8

314

-3.3
-3.6
-4.5
-5
-2.6
-2.1

I,24',1

'Ì0't

drag coeffÍcient (C4) is increased from its current
value of 0.0228 in MRI to 0.04 in CTR. The SAE-recommended value is 0.031?' in the middle between the MRI
and CTR values.

In Table 4 and Figure 3 the crit.ical Lengths of
grade obtaÍned from CTR are conpared with those of
AASHTOT under the previously stated assumptions, for
different GW,/NHP ratios and percentage grades. The
cTR values are consistently less than t.he corresponding ÀASHTO results, as expected. The discrepancies become more and nore significant as the percentâge grade decreases. For a 2 percent grade the

difference could reach 27 percent, and it is about
16 percent on the average. In absolute terms, the
expected tnaxi¡num difference is 635 ft and the expected average is about 378 ft. These are indeed
extremely large differences. For a I percent grade

Expccted
Dilfcrence

Fect

(!o)

l;xpcctcd
Difference
Percenþ Range
(ft)
age

-635 -26.5
-254 -18
-150 -r5
-106 -r3.6
-59 -9.5
-40 -'1.'1
-32 -'t
-26 -6.5

l,?ó5

-n

Difference

I,t46
8s0

crR, GW/NHP - 350,
c: = 0.000¿A' c¿ = O.ltZ
CTR, GVII/NHP = 400,
C3 = 0.00044' C¿ = 0.0¿

Entry Speed

= 55

mph

Speed Reduction

= l0

mph

6
B

ß
0

€

{3-

,7
:
a

,+
500

0

1000

1500

2000

t r r-ia '-1-rT

2500

3000

OISTRNCE, FEET

FIGURE

3

-3 to -2'l
-4 to -18

-5to-15
-5 to -14
-3 to -10
-2 to -8
-2to -7
-3 to -7

(Figure 3) the difference is expected to reach about
I0 ti¡nes that for a 2 percent, grade. For higher
grades, up to 5 or even 6 percent, significant differences could still be observed. The expected maxi¡num differences are 254 f.t (18 percent), 150 ft (15
percent), 106 ft (I4 percent), and 59 ft (f0 percent)
for grades of. 3, 4, 5r and 6 percent, respectively.
On the average (that isr for GW,/NHP = 350 and C4 =
0.031?), expected differences are 378 ft (16 percent), 153 ft (11 percent), 96 ft (9.6 percent), and
73 tE 19.4 percent) for grades of,2, 3t 4, and 5
percent, respectively. The differences between CTR
and AASHTO results become less significant for grades
of 7 percent and ¡nore or GVÍû/NHP ratios closer to
300, or both.
Probably the most irnportant conclusion that couLd
be extracted from Table 4 and Figure 3 is that if it

t\ÂsHTo

--

-ó35
-51 to-254
-45to-150
-40 to -106
-16 to -59
-¡ I to -40
-l0to -32
-12 to -26

-E0 to

Range

Comparison of AASIITO and CTR critical lengths of grade assuming an

increage in aerodynamic drag coefficient (Ca ) only.
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its current value of 0.00044 in the MRI study to
0.003 in cTR. within this range a value of 0.001
(between MRI and SAE) and the SAE-recornmended value
of 0.001982 were considered.
In Table 5 and Figure 4 the critical lengths of
grade obtained from the CTR study are compared with
those of AÀSHTO, under the previously stated assurnptions, for different GW,/NHP ratios and percentage
grades. The trend of the CTR results in this subsection is similar to that fn the preceding subsection,
as expected. The cTR results are consistently less
than those of AASHTO, and the differences between
CTR and AASHTO increase as the percentage grade decreases and, of courser as the GW/NHP ratio gets
further above 300. The rate of increase, however¡
decreases as the GW,/NHP ratio increases.
conpared with those of Table 4 and Figure 3, the

is assumed that the aerodynanic drag coefficient
(Ca) for LCvs is increased by about 75 percent of
its !4RI ¡nodified value¡ gradâbility results could be
quite different fro¡n ÀASHTo design criteria. The reductions of critical lengths of grades could reach
27 percent for a 2 percent grade (an absolute difference of 635 ft). Significant differences could be
expected for grades of up to 5 or even 6 percent and
for GVW,/NHP ratios around or greater than 350.
ImÞâcts of the Increase in Rolling Resistances
Coefficient (Ca) OnIy

In this case it was assu¡ned that the aerodynamic drag
coefficient is unchanged (cq = O.O22e) while the
rolling losses coefficient (c¡) is increased front

TABLE 5 Compar.ison of Criticat Lenghe of Grade (ft) Betwcen CTR and ÀASIITO Àssuming an Increasc in Rolling Losscs Coefficient
(C3) Only, Dntry Speed = 55 ¡nph, and Speed Reduction = 10 mph

Grade

g"\
I
2
3

4
5

6

'l
8

9

Difference

GVW/NHP = 300
Cs = 0'001
AASHTO C4 = 0,0228

(ft)

(ft)

2,400
1,400
r,000
780
620
520
450
400

r

Percent-

Feet age

5,898

-3
-25
-34
-33
-t2
-'t
-7
-8

2,391
1,375

966
747
608
513

443
392

CTR Maximum Differcnce

CTR Average Difference

CTR Minimum Diffcrence

Difference

CVW/NIIP = 350
C¡ = 0'001982
Cq = 0.0228

Percenl'

F€et age

(ft)

4,091
|,'t 4't

-0

-653
-244
-143
-t02
-56
-40
-29
-26

r,t56

-2
-3.4

857
6'18

-4.2

-2

564
480

-1.3
-1.5

421

374

-2

GVW/NHP = 400
ca = 0'003
Cq = 0'0228

Difference
Percent-

(ft)

Feet

age

-9t2

-38

2,'150

-27

-l',l
-14.3

-t 3
-9
-'1.'ì
-6.4

-6.5

¡,488
I,025
780
630

-37 5

-27

-220

-22

-t 50

-¡9

53t

-89

458
403
359

-62

-14
-12
-10
-10

-4'l

-4t

9-{

I

lI

1

¡ú\SHTO

J

8-

1
J

:

7i

Encry

I

6:

Speed

=
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- -

-

:

't,
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-

i
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Comparison of AASHTO and CTß critical lengths of grade assuming an

increage in lotling losæs coefficient (C3 ) only.

Expected
Difference
Range
(ft)
-3 to -9 12
-25 to -315

-34 to -220
-33 to -150
-12 to -89
-1 to -62

-7
-8

to -47
to -41

Expected

Difference
Range
(Vo)

-0 to -38
-2 to -27
-3 ¡o -22
-4 lo -19

-2to-14

-l
-l

to -12
to -10
to
-2
-10
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differences in Tab1e 5 and Figure 4 are considerably
greater. This is because the assumed values of C3
in Table 5 i¡nply nore variability than do the assumed
values of C4 in Table 4.
Looking at the lâst tv¡o columns of Table 5, the
differences bet$reen CTR and AÀSHTO could reach 38
percent (9L2 fl'), 27 percent (375 f.tl, 22 percent
(22O ft), 19 percent (150 ft), and 14 percent (89
ft) for grades of.2,3,4,
5, and 6 percent, respectively. On the average (for cvWlNHP = 350 and
Ca = 0.001982) r expected differences are about 27
percent (653 fÈ), 17 percent (244 ft), 14 percent
(f43 ft), and 13 percent (102 ft) for grades of 2,
3, 4, and 5 percent, respectively. These expected
¡naxi¡num as well as average differences, which range
between 9I2 and 90 ft for grades of 2 through 5 percent and GVW,/NHP râtios 400 to 350f are certainly

1052

significant and should have strong impacts on the
current ÀÀSHTO criteria, if it. turns out that indeed
the rolling losses coefficient for LCVS should be
adjusted to the assuned values.
Impacts of Increases in Both Rolling and
Coefficients (Ca and C4)

Aerodynamic Losses

In this subsection it was assu¡ned that coefficients
C4 are increased from their current values in
the MRI study to reflect the expected increases in
aerodynamic and rolling resistances for LCvs compared
vrith regular five-axle trucks. This is the basic
underlying assu¡nption of the analysis.
Table 6 gives and Figure 5 shows a comparison of
ÀÀSHTO criteria
and CTR results under alternative
C3 and

6

T^BLD
Comparison of Critical Lengths of Grade (ft) Behveen CTR and AASHTO Assuming Increases in füefficients of Both ßolling
and Aerodynamic Losses (C3 and Ca), Dntry Specd = 55 mph, and Speed Reduction = l0 mph
C'f R Minimum Diffcrcncc

Gradc

(%)
I

2

3

4
5

(t
7

8

()

CVW/NllP =
ca = 0'001
Ca = 0.03

(ft)
^^SllTO (ft)

2,400
r,400
I,000
780
620
5:0
450
400

|

C]'R

300

(;Vw/Nlll'=
350 l)iffcrcncc
('¡ = 0.003
981
(q=0.0317
l'crccnt- (i=O.O¿
(ft )
(ft )
Fect agc

GVW/NIll'=

Differcncc

Ca = 0.00

7

Irccr

Perccntasc

't,o18

-?'t6
-n7
-8t
-63
-30
-22
-t8
-15

2,124
1,283

919
?

('TR il'laxinìutrr l)¡[fcrcncc

Diffcrcncc
^vcragc

t8

590
498
432
385

-t

3,440
t.5

l,l0l

-8.t
-8

8:4
549

469

4t4

-4
-3.8

-3

-'t

659

-5

-4
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-t

¡,341

I

t.4

9S:

-t7.ó
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fümparison of AASHTO and CTR critical lengths of grade assuming
lolling and aerodynamic losses coefficients (C3 and Ca).

increases in both
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assutnptions for C3 and C4 for different GVW,/NHP
ratios and percentage grades. The trend of CTR results is, again, similar to that, encountered in preceding subsections. fn this subsection, however, the
differences betrreen AÀSHTO ând CTR resuLts are beconing extremely large because both coefficients were
allowed to increase simultaneously.

tooking at Table 6, the differences in critical
of grades betr¡een CTR and ÀASHTO ranges frorn
1l to 44 percent (276 to lrO5B ft) r 8 to 32 percent
(I17 to 448 ft), and I to 26 percent (8I to 260 ft)
for grades of. 2, 3, and 4 percent, respect.ively. This
indicates that even the expected minimum differences
(for GVI{,/NHP = 300r Ca = 0.001, and C4 = 0.031?)
for lower grades are significant. Of course, the expected maxi¡nu¡n differences (for GW,/NHp = 400, C3 =
0.003' and C4 = 0.04) are quite J.arge for grades of
up to 6 percent and are stiU signlficant for higher
grades. The expected average differences (for c\rwrl
NHP = 350, Ca = 0.001982, and C4 = 0.03I?) are
quite high for grades of up to 5 percent and are
still significant for higher grades.
These results indicate that differences betereen
crÍtical lengths of grades for LCVS ând AÀSHTO-reco¡nmended values could be as Large as 44 percent
(1,058 ft) for a 2 percent grade depending on the
values of aerodynamic and rolLing losses coeffícients
and GVW/NHP ratios of these LCVS. Thistrextreme'l
dÍfference is expected to decrease for grades of rnore
than 2 percent and cW//NHp ratios beLow 400.
J.engths

SUMMÀRY ÀND CONCLUSIONS

The current ÀÀSHTO (-U criteria for determining
crit.ical lengths of grades and climbing lane design
for the safe and efficient operation of heavy
vehicles assumes a c\/w/NHp ratio of a typical fiveaxle (3-S2) truck to be about 300 Ib,/hp. Operational
tests conducted by Caltrans (Zl indicate that tCVs
such as double 48-ft and triple 28-ft truck combinations with an overall length of 120 ft and an effective width of I02 in. are generally slower than other
typical five-axle trucks, partlcularly r,¡hen cW,/NHp
rat.ios are greater than 350.
The main objective of this paper lras to gain nore
insight into the perfornance of LCVS on highway
grades and to investigate the possible impacts that
the operation of LCVS on grades might have on the
current AÀSHTO design criteria.
To achieve this objective the factors that nay
influence perfornance of vehicles on grades vrere reviewed and the relat.ively more important factors for
LCVS vrere highlighted. The issue of the prediction
of the perfornance of LCVS on grades was then addressed. This involved discusslon of exÍsting approaches, selection of a particular approach for the
study, detailed description of the sêlected approach,
and actual application of the approach to LCVS. The
results of the application erere analyzed in view of
the current AÀSHTO criteria.
The najor conclusions of this pâper may be stated
as follor,rs:
1. The practicaL naximun G\nll for tCVs is consistently greater than 100¡000 lb up to 1381000 lb.
NHP ranges bethreen 300 and 330 hp and could exceed
400 hp. A GVI,¡/NHP ratio between 300 and 400 lb,/hp
would be considered norrnal. and could, occasionally,
exceed 400.

2. The larger side area of LCVS should increase
their aerodynamic drag. The increased Gvw and nunber
of tires for LCVs should increase thelr rolling
resistances. These increased aerodynamic and rolling
resistances could be considerable. The rol.ling losses
coeffÍcient (C3) in the simulation nodel could in-
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crease from its current value of 0.00044 (the MRI
modified value) to 0.003. The aerodyna¡nic drag coefficient (Ca) could increâse from its MRI modified
value of O.0228 to 0.04. Àcbual representative values
for tCVs can only be obtained from âctua1 field

tests.
3. If it is assu¡ned that the rolling and aerodynamic coefficients (C¡ and Ca) are unchanged
fro¡n tbeir current MRI values for regular five-axle
trucks. the results (CTR) of critical lengths of
grades (assuning entry speed = 55 mph and speed reduction = I0 mph) at GW/NHP = 300 are almost identical with the correspondÍng AASHTO values for grades
of 4 percent and more, as expected. For 3 and 2 percent grades, hotever, the CTR values are greater than
the AASHTO values by about 3.9 and lO percent, respect,ively. This slight overestination of gradability
on lower grades can be explained by not.ing that effects of percentage grade and Gvw tend to decrease
on lower grades, where the effects of the vehiclers
power capabilities beco¡ne predominant., and that the
net horsepower used in the analysis (NHp = 3IS hp)
is indeed higher than the value for regular trucks
wi.th the same cVw/NHp = 300 ratio. This irnplies t,hat
CTR results are conservative with respect to AÀSHÎO
criteria. This should strengthen the anaLysis.
4. In the cornparison betlreen critical lengths of
grades obtained from CTR and the corresponding ÀASHTO
val.ues, a certain trend for the differences depending
on the GW/NHP ratio and the percentage grade was
observed. Of course the differences Íncrease as the
Gvw/NHP ratio increases, but the rat,e of increase of
differences decreases for higher cW//NHp ratios. Às
the percentage grade increases, the differences decrease both in absolute value and percentage-erise.
In other words, ¡nore variability in the results is
expected on lower percentage grades and for cW//NHp
ratios closer to 300.
5. Under the assumpt.ion of no change in rolling
and aerodynamic losses coeffícients for LCVS compared
wlth regular five-axle trucks, the critical lengths
of grades can still be significantLy less than AÀSHTO
criteria. For GVW/NHP = 400r these reductions could
reach 16 percent on a 2 percent grade (from 2r4OO to
2tO25 ftr, II percent on a 3 percent grade (fron
11400 to Lr252 fil, and 9 percent on a 4 percent
grade (from 11000 to 909 ft).
6. Assuming that the rolling losses coefficient
is unchanged (Ca = 0.00044) while the aerodynamic
drag coefficient (C¿) is increased from its current
MRI value ot 0.0228 to 0.04, rnore significant differences beteeen CTR and AASHTO could be observed.
Expected maxi¡num reductions (for cVw,/NHp = 400 and
C4 = 0.04) are 2? percent (635 ft),
18 percent
(254 ft), 15 percent (I50 ft) , 14 percent (106 ft) ,
and l0 percent, (59 ft) for grades of.21 31 4, 5, and
6 percent,r respectively. Expected average reductions
in critical lengÈhs of CTR cornpared eríth AÀSHTO (for
GW/NHP = 350 and C4 = 0.03}]) are 16 percent (3?g
ft)r 11 percent (153 ft). 9.6 percent (96 ft), and
9.4 percent (73 ft) for grades o1.2,3r 4.r and 5
percent, respectíve1y. In other words, under the
prevlously stated assurnptions, gradability results
for LCVS could be quite different frotn those of
AASHTO.

7. Àssuming t.hat the aerodynamic drag coefficient
is unchanged (CA = 0.022A) while the rolling resistances coefficient (Ca) ís increased fron its
MRI value of 0.00044 to 0.003, the differences bet!'reen CTR and ÀÀSHTO become ¡nore and ¡nore dra¡natÍc.
Expected differences could be as much as 38 percent
(912 ft), 27 percent (375 ft), 22 percent 1220 f.t, ,

19 percent (150 ft),

and 14 percent (89 ft)

for

grades of 2. 31 4, 5, and 6 percent, respect:ively.
On the average (for cVw/NHp = 350 and C¡ = 0.001982),
expected differences are about 27 percent (653 ft),
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17 percent (244 fE') ¡ 14 percent (1.43 ft), anil 13
percent (102 ft) for grades of 2t 31 4, and 5 percent, respectively.
8. Àssuming that both rolling and aeroilynamic
coefficients (C3 and C4) are increased from their MRI
values to reflect the expected increases in rolling
and aerodynanic resístances for ICVS conpared with
regular five-axle trucks, the resulting reductions
in critical lengths of grades could be extrenely
high. Expected reductions of CTR compared with AÀSHTO
critical lengths could be as high as 44 percent
(11058 ft) r 32 percent (448 ft) 26 percent (260 ft),
'
(111 ft) for
23 percent (176 ft) r and 18 percent
grades of. 2, 3t 4, 5, and 6 percent, respectively.
Expected minimum dlfferences corresponding to cW,/
NHP = 300, ca = 0.001' and C4 = 0.0317 are still significant for lower grades. These differences are Ì2
percent (278 fLl, 8.4 percent (117 ft)' and 8.I percenÈ (81 ft) for 2, 3, and 4 percent grades, respec-

tively.
9. Reductions of critical Lengths for grades of
7 percent and greater could be at nost 77 ft (15
percent), 58 ft (13 percent) , and 52 ft (I3 percent)
on grades of.7, 8. and 9 percent, respectively.
10. The varÍability in the results for a I percent
grade is enornous. Estimâted critical length reductÍons could reach about 75 percent. The âbsolute
values for crÍtical lengths arer however, quite large
in ¡nost cases. On the basís of the hypotheslzed results in this paper, as long as the length of a I
percent grade is Less than 2t50O tt, the perforrîance
of LCVs should be satisfactory in the majority of
s

ituations.

In sumÌary, the CTR resuLts indicate that critical
lengths of grades for LCVS could be less than the
AÀSHTO design values by as nuch as Ir058 ft on a 2
percent grade (44 percent less than the reco¡nnênded
2,400 fbl for GV\IINHP = 400r Ca = 0.003, and C4 =
0.04. ThÍs extreme difference is expected to decrease
for grades of more than 2 percent, GW,/NHP ratios belov, 400¡ C3 values below 0.003. and C4 values Less
than 0.04.

Notice that in the analysis no attenpt v¡as ¡nade
to recommend specific values for rrrepresentative"
fcvs. Insteadr a sensitivity analysis was perforned
within certain "reasonable" ranges of values for
GVIVNHP ratiosr percentage grâdes, Ca coefficients,
and C4 coefficients. The message conveyed through
this analysis is thât the operation of LCvs on grades
could indeed have serious implications for the current.AÀsHTo criteria for deter¡nining critical lengths
of grade and cLimbing lane design. To nake specific
recom¡nendations in this regard, actual field experímental data on the performance of different Lcv types
(such as turnpike doublesr turnpike triples, and
Rocky-Mountain doubles) on grades have to be colIected and analyzed. These field tests may consider,
in addition to straight upgrades¡ operation along
loop ratnps at major interchanges. Operation on loop
ranps is influenced by thê combined effects of grade
and curvature. of course' the entry speed at loop
ranps is considerably tess than 55 mph. thls co¡nbination of factors could have serious adverse consequences as far as the operation of r€vs ls concerned
unless appropriate changes in existing geonetric
design practÍces, if deemed necessaryr are undertaken.
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ÀPPENDIX --SI¡,IULÀTION RDSULTS

TABLE

f

A-f

CTR Critical Lengths of Grades for GVW/NHP = 300
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¡
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r
2
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GW/NHP = 350
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Influence of the Geometric Design of Highway
Ramps on the Stability and Control of
Heavy-Duty Trucks
R()IIERT D. ERVIN, CI{ARLES c. MacADAMo arrt MICIIELTE B^RNBS

ÀBSTRACT

A research study is described in whicb accidents experienced by tractor-sernitrailers on expressvJay ranps $ere found to depend J.argely on the interaction
betvreen highway geometrics and vehicle dynamic behavior. rhe accident
rates of
tractor-semitrailers on expresseray rarnps in five states were
to select
14 individual ramps that exhibited an unusual incidence of scanned
serious accidents
invoLving these vehicles. The geonetrics of each rånp were fulry defined
in a
computer simulation in such â eray that the dynanic behavior of exâmpre tractorsemitrailers couLd be examined. The results of combined study of accident data,
sinulated vehicle response, and geometric detairs of ramp aeãign
presented.
The findings of the study Índicate that the maneuvering iírit" areof
certain
trucks are quite 1o¡¡ relative to those of auto¡nobiles so current practice
in
ramp design leaves an extrenely small nargin for control of heavy vehicles.
Thê
primary design issues are embodied in the nominal side friction fâctor
achieved
at each curve, the transition geometry, and the rayout and signing of
curve
segments in order tó assure that truck speeds are suitubry reduced
for negotiating small-radius curves.

The geonetric design of highway ranps is guided by
the design policy of AÀSHTO (l). These policies pro-

vide specific guidance on the relationshÍps
fransportát
Michigan. Ànn Arbor, Mich. 4glo9.

among

curve radius, superelevation, transition sections,
vehicle speeds, and other details that control ramp
design. For a given anticipated ra¡np layout, there
exists a range of variations, which are allowed
within the design policy, in each design parameter.
In the real wor1d, ramps that are in service around

